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abstract
This thesis focuses on the
phenomenon of festivity in order
to better understand the spatial
qualities of platforms for experiences
of release. The work is grounded in
the intimate connection between
post-industrial landscapes and the
emergence of raves and electronic
music. The design approach
questions western cultural norms by
creating a scenario for a combined
rave venue and cemetery. The
investigation’s material and spatial
manifestations are applied to Red
Hook Grain Terminal, an ideal latent
venue for raves, concerts, and other
festive and contemplative functions
on New York City’s fringe. The
project aspires to widen the range of
conversations landscape architects
are included in into moral and
ethical arenas.

festivity, platform,
intoxication, entanglement,
cycle, terrain vague,
drosscape, post-industrial,
cemetery, venue
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introduction

Pietro Motisi
Cemento
Master L. Cz.
The Temptation of Christ
ca. 1500

(1) Elizabeth K. Meyer, “The Post-Earth Day Conundrum: Translating
Environmental Values into Landscape Design,” In Environmentalism in
Landscape Architecture, ed. by Michel Conan (Washington, DC: Dumbarton
Oaks Research Library and Collection, 2001) 191-193.
(2) James Corner, “A Discourse on Theory II: Three Tyrannies of Contemporary
Theory and the Alternative of Hermeneutics,” Landscape Journal 10, no. 2
(1991): 131. http://lj.uwpress.org/content/10/2/115.short
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The landscape is the ground
from which archetypes spring. In
mainstream industrialized western
culture, these have led to the illusory
binaries whose tensions many
landscape architects and spatial
design professionals are drawn to
when choosing their field: nature/
culture, town/country. Perhaps
because these binaries seem to play
such a strong role in determining the
quality of our life stories, they were
not fully transcended by landscape
architecture until the late twentieth
century, as described by Elizabeth
Meyer (1). Pushing further, James
Corner’s idea of a “hermeneutic”
landscape architecture, which can be
interpreted as intentionally subjective,
openly structured, and organically
rising from its contexts, aims “to forge
a landscape as a hermeneutic locus
of both divination and restoration,
prophecy and memory,” in order “to
help figure and orient the collective
consciousness of a modern culture
still caught in transition” (2). We are
always in transition, but we do not

fully know whereto. Past and possible
futures are inscribed in the ground,
our eternal scrying surface.
Zooming out a little, or a lot, we
find that our relationship to the
land is reflected in a larger set of
binaries ingrained in many from
childhood: good/bad, mind/body,
rational/irrational. The religious
and philosophical backbone of
industrialized western culture
dominated by protestant christianity
and neoliberal capitalism perhaps
thrives on such binaries, as they
enable an us-versus-them mentality
that authorizes invading, colonizing,
and objectifying a significant portion
of the planet. The paradigmatic
distinction between nature and
culture shaping and framing the
average western person’s relations to
both human and nonhuman creatures
is diagrammatically summarized
in John Dixon Hunt’s Greater
Perfections: The Practice of Garden
Theory as the three Natures, where
First Nature is wilderness, Second is
11
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(3) John Dixon Hunt, Greater Perfections: The Practice of Garden Theory
(Philadelphia, PA: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2000), 32-75.
(4) Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space, trans. Donald Nicholson
(Cambridge, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 1991).
(5) Timothy Morton, Dark Ecology: For a Logic of Future Coexistence (New
York: Columbia University Press, 2016), 18, 63.
(6) Ibid., 64.
(7) Ibid., 64.
(8) Ibid., 63.
(9) Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces,” in The Visual Culture Reader, ed,
Nicholas Mirzoeff (New York: Routledge, 2012), 238.

the cultural landscape dominated by
agriculture, and Third is the garden
(3). This division of the world into rigid
categories intellectually and spiritually
seals humans off from all other
species, placing us and our desires
at the top of a hierarchy of agency
and power. In other words, cutting up
the world according to how we use it
entitles us to forget there are other
creatures living here. Henri Lefebvre
describes this structuring process as
the transition from Absolute Space –
the primeval animated matrix in which
all beings live, the space of animistic
tradition and myth – to Contradictory
Space (4), the destructive Cartesian
field in which industrial western
society operates and replicates itself.

causing the current tidal wave of
ecological crises (7). Morton’s ideas
on agrilogistics as a destructive
replicative mechanism grinding
its gears since the agricultural
revolution and on the archelithic as “a primordial relatedness
of humans and nonhumans that
has never evaporated” (8) echo
Lefebvre’s Contradictory and Absolute
Spaces. Combined, these three
texts suggest that the sundering
of the Three Natures is a symptom
of agrilogistic Contradictory Space,
which is undermined by the archelithic inevitably leaking through and
bringing messy entangled Absolute
Space to the surface of lived
experience.

By the early twenty-first century
it has become clear, however, that
the Three Natures are illusions,
fallacious constructs of a culture
that ruthlessly projects its ideologies
on all landscapes and organisms it
encounters. In Dark Ecology, critical
theorist Timothy Morton counters
that humans have always been
deeply and messily entangled with
nonhumans (5), that existence is a
series of uncanny nested loops from
which humans have sought escape
since the advent of agriculture (6),
and that our constant attempts
at escaping from these loops is

And yet we still find binaries translated
into almost every shred of space we
visit in the course of our days. Michel
Foucault summarizes them as “a
certain number of oppositions that
remain inviolable, that our institutions
and practices have not yet dared to
break down. These are the oppositions
that we regard as simple givens:
for example between private space
and public space, between family
space and social space, between
cultural space and useful space,
between the space of leisure and
that of work” (9). In the same essay,
he goes on to introduce the concept
13

of a heterotopia, a place as “a sort
of simultaneously mythic and real
contestation of the space in which we
live” (10). Its existence in the form of
schools, retirement homes, hospitals,
prisons, and cemeteries points to sites
for possible interventions challenging
the binary hierarchies still enshrined
in zoning and urban land use.

Asia Chmielewska
Out here - In there

Ruben Brulat
La ligne n’est pas constante
2009
Kurt Manley
Walkway over 101
2008

(10) Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces,” in The Visual Culture Reader, ed,
Nicholas Mirzoeff (New York: Routledge, 2012), 240.
(11) Ignasi De Solà-Morales Rubió, “Terrain Vague,” in Anyplace (Cambridge,
MA: MIT Press, 1995), 118-123. (12) Alan Berger, “Drosscape: Wasting Land in
Urban America,” in The Landscape Urbanism Reader, ed. by Charles Waldheim
(New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2006), 198-217.
(13) Ignasi De Solà-Morales Rubió, “Terrain Vague,” 120.
(14) Ibid., 122-123.
(15) Alan Berger, “Drosscape: Wasting Land in Urban America,” 199.
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Vacant lots and urban decay are
particularly stimulating heterotopic
symptoms of the binary archetypes’
crumbling façades, with their intricate
interlacing of manufactured materials
and ruderal vegetation. In recent
decades the landscape architectural
literature has increasingly concerned
itself with vacant or abandoned
spaces, termed terrain vague
(11) or drosscape (12) by different
landscape theorists. The repurposing
of such sites has become an
important landscape architectural
preoccupation; high-profile discoursedominating projects such as Gas
Works Park, Landschaftspark Duisburg
Nord, Westergasfabriek, the High Line,
and Brooklyn Bridge Park intervened
on sites that were previously
abandoned, decaying, contaminated,
vague. In “Terrain Vague”, Ignasi De
Solà-Morales Rubió draws a parallel
between urban decay and a mythic
primordial condition, arguing that “the
relationship between absence of use,

of activity, and the sense of freedom,
of expectancy, is fundamental to
understanding the evocative potential
of the city’s terrain vagues” (13). He
notes that architectural and urban
design responses to such spaces fail
to tap into this affective potential,
as they “seem incapable of doing
anything other than … changing
estrangement into citizenship,
and striving at all costs to dissolve
the uncontaminated magic of the
obsolete into the realism of efficacy”
(14). In “Drosscape: Wasting Land in
Urban America,” Alan Berger argues
that vacant spaces are signs of
previous successes, but that they
“eternally elude the overly controlled
parameters, the scripted programming
elements that designers are charged
with creating and accommodating in
their projects” (15). Disused industrial
spaces’ reintegration into the
sanctioned public realm ensures that
we no longer trespass here, but visit
them as we would any other piece of
public space.
Though creating pedestrian access
to obsolete industrial structures
allowing people to explore,
reappropriate, and reprogram them
while pondering the industrial sublime
is commendable, we could adapt
these spaces to accomplish much
more. As Tim Edensor, a cultural
15

geographer specializing in industrial
ruins, reminds us, “people need to
be haunted… monsters and ghosts
offer the potential for transcending
commonsense thought and practice”
(16). Left to rot and teem, the vague
spaces pockmarking cities, towns,
and villages everywhere become
emblematic of the late capitalist
human condition: we feel the
uncanny ghosts of our self-made
estrangement projected back on us
from our wastelands.

Benjamin Vierling
Sacred Heart
unknown source
dance floor GIF

(16) Tim Edensor, “The Ghosts of Industrial Ruins: Ordering and Disordering
Memory in Excessive Space,” Environment and Planning D: Society and Space
23, (2005): 835.
(17) Timothy Morton, Dark Ecology, 150.
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Ghosts and hauntings bring us
back to Morton and his exploration
of the concept of entanglement
between creatures, an expansion of
quantum entanglement. He describes
it with adjectives such as “sinister,”
“demonic,” and “slightly evil,” but does
not mean these terms in a pejorative
sense. Rather, he uses them to
further deconstruct the ontological
good/bad, right/wrong binary that
has so afflicted western thought,
language, art, design, landscape,
and architecture. By conflating
entanglement with beauty as “a
thing that impinges on me before I
can contain it,” (17) Morton suggests
that this condition is implicitly other
because it does not emanate from
the ego. It encounters the ego, or
rather the ego encounters it. These
meetings with disinterested daemons

– not evil demons – are not always
experienced as pleasant or benign,
but they demand acceptance into the
ego’s representation of reality. Instead
of fear or denial, this moment of weird,
uncanny awareness of non-separation
between oneself and another entity or
entities can be embraced as a portal
into release, ecstasy, and a vision for a
landscape intervention.
A historically reliable and enjoyable
vehicle into experiences of
entanglement is intoxication, the
voluntary act of ingesting, consuming,
or absorbing psychoactive plant
parts or their derived substances. The
desire to alter one’s state of mind,
expand the self, thin the boundaries,
suspend the ego, are normal human
impulses similar to sexual urges.
Sexual education is an important
part of school curricula in the early
twenty-first century, but safe druguse education is not. Most schools
operate under a zero-tolerance,
just-say-no, D.A.R.E. approach. It
is no wonder drugs are considered
dangerous; many people barely
understand what they are, and
uninformed users easily make dosage
or combination mistakes that can cost
their lives. Accessibility to knowledge
and wisdom on these plants and their
derivatives is therefore crucial. Such
information is often embedded in
17

indigenous peoples’ mythologies and
rituals as puberty rites or sacramental
events. In the industrialized west,
intoxication is usually seen as
frivolous play with our brain chemistry
and perceptions. This simplistic
view has led to a general loss in
meaning or intention behind the act of
ingesting a mind-altering substance,
leading to its stigmatization in part
through accidents and overdoses. We
westerners have entirely lost track of
the porous conceptual boundaries
between medicines, drugs, and
poisons, leading to a dangerous
notion of sobriety – if there is such
a thing – as the objective, true, real
state of mind. Because most people
do not know their personal thresholds,
tragic overdoses and deaths are often
exploited by a moralizing political
class in order to enforce draconian
anti-drug laws. These laws also target
certain music subcultures, and by
extension the communities and ideas
they foster.

Amanda Hathaway
Moon cycle calendar
2013

Ectotherm record label logo
2016

Greg Brancati
White-tailed deer
2017
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(18) Ben Malbon, Clubbing: Dancing, Ecstasy, and Vitality (London: Routledge,
1999), 107.
(19) Sigmund Freud, Civilization and its Discontents, trans. by James Strachey
(New York: W. W. Norton, 1961), 12.
(20) Kevin Rawlinson, “London Nightclub Fabric to Close Permanently After
Licence is Revoked,” The Guardian, September 7, 2016.
(21) As has happened in Berlin since the Fall of the Wall, examined in the
documentary film Party auf dem Todesstreifen, directed by Rolf Lambert
(2014; Berlin: ARTE, rbb and Along Mekong Productions, 2014.)
(22) “Was im Technoclub “Berghain” Passiert, ist Kultur,” rbb|24, October 9,
2016.

One such subculture is that of
electronic dance music, which
originated in deindustrializing Detroit’s
house and techno scenes in the
1980s. The music is based on a doit-yourself ethos of remixing tracks,
weaving them into repetitive matrices
with powerful effects on both the
space it is played in and the people

listening. Since the equipment for
producing this music is portable, it is
possible to spontaneously organize
parties in venues and underused
spaces anywhere. These raves
became places where one could
communally experience a form of
entanglement, which, in his critical
geography of clubbing in 1990s
London, Ben Malbon connects to
Sigmund Freud’s oceanic experience
(18) as “a feeling of an indissoluble
bond, of being one with the external
world as a whole” (19). The raver
ethos Peace Love Unity Respect
(PLUR) is based on a collective
affinity for the music and the desire
to enjoy it together, because the
oceanic experience is easier to
access and more powerful in a crowd.
This is the foundation of festivity:
coming together as a peaceful
and caring formation that is more
than the sum of its parts. However,
these experiences are becoming
increasingly difficult to find. In too
many cases, clubs and electronic
music festivals have become
anonymous no-man’s-lands, overly
secured, closed down because of drug
overdoses (20), or displaced through
gentrification (21). Nevertheless, the
world’s festive techno scenes refuse
to succumb to hostile legislation
and commodification. A recent court
case in Germany has established
19

Berghain, one of the worlds’ most
revered techno clubs, as an officially
recognized cultural institution (22).
Techno is here to stay; it has not yet
taught us all it knows about us. If
techno music’s pounding beats and
strobe lights induced a state of being
that fueled a movement spreading
across the industrialized west within
a decade, it is because it meets a
deeply repressed need: festivity as
a gateway to contemplation and
introspection, with set and setting on
loop for many hours.

Seahenge
Holme-next-the-Sea
21st century BC
634 Minutes Inside the Volcano
Nisyros, Greece
August 18-19, 2016
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(23) Ronald Hutton, The Pagan Religions of the Ancient British Isles: Their
Nature and Legacy (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1993), 35.
(24) Sam Wong, “Stonehenge Builders Had Barbecue Feasts at Nearby Party
Centre,” New Scientist, October 14, 2015.
(25) John North, Stonehenge: Neolithic Man and the Cosmos (London: Harper
Collins Publishers, 1996).
(26) For a specific example of an Early Bronze Age site used as a ritual
gateway to an other world, see Lionel Duke Sims, “Entering, and Returning
From, the Underworld: Reconstituting Silbury Hill by Combining a Quantified
Landscape Phenomenology with Archaeoastronomy,” Journal of the Royal
Anthropological Institute 1, no. 8 (2009).

Festivity is as old as we are. Much
evidence has been found connecting
Neolithic and Early Bronze Age
monuments to festive occasions
(23), such as feasts at Durrington
Walls during a phase of Stonehenge’s
construction (24). One of the few
things that can be said about Early
Bronze Age circle monuments with
any certainty is that their stone and
wood uprights and accompanying
earthworks were – in one era or
several – used as markers for the
risings and settings of the sun, moon,
and certain constellations in a given
moment of the year (25). Because
the societies that produced these
monuments did not write, their myths
and rituals are lost to us. We cannot
know how these people thought about
time, though their preoccupation

with registering the cycles of the
sky points to a more nuanced
understanding of it than the industrial
west’s simply linear interpretation. It
would not be far-fetched to say that
earthly life has always been fixed
and flavored by the cycles binding
it. These looping events control our
rhythms through the day, the month,
and the seasons. The certainty of
death and life is perhaps the most
comforting truth.
In a sense, then, the circle
monuments were their builders’
equivalent to our computersynchronized timekeeping: tools for
expanding one’s ability to understand
what is happening, for connecting
individuals into a time-bound
collective that can function as more
than the sum of its parts. These
monuments were platforms, spaces
capable of transporting those in them
to an other place or state of mind
(26). Such spaces function similarly to
Foucault’s heterotopias by punching
a hole into the everyday space-time
continuum, temporarily revealing an
escape hatch from consensus reality.
Festivity as we understand it also
requires physical platforms, though
likely candidates are gradually
being erased from urban space by
rising property values, commercial
21

development, and legislation such
as the United States’ Reducing
Americans’ Vulnerability to Ecstasy
(RAVE) Act, which makes event
organizers and venue owners
punishable for their guests’ drug
infractions (27). Professionals with
influence on urban land use and
public space have a responsibility
to facilitate conditions in which
situations of contemplative festivity
– raves, scenes – can flourish. We
must explore how the raw physical
ingredients of a rave (sound systems,
dance floors, lighting, chill-out
zones, DJs, crowds, the option of
intoxication, and a space within which
these ingredients can be united)
can be uncoupled from commercial
nightlife regulations. How do we
claim space on the urban fringes –
as land in city centers is too costly
– to serve as places for creativity,
joy, and aesthetic ecstasy? In a
possible solution, this program needs
to piggyback on another, harder to
dislodge: a cemetery.

Chul-Hyun Ahn
Void Platform
2011
The holiday comes to us
ariom.ru
2016
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(27) For a legal analysis of the RAVE Act’s unconstitutional nature, see Brooke
A. Levy, “When Cute Acronyms Happen to Bad Legislation: the Reducing
Americans’ Vulnerability to Ecstasy “RAVE” Act,” Northwestern University Law
Review 98, no. 3 (Spring 2004).
(28) John May, “The Logic of the Managerial Surface,” Praxis 13 (2012): 124.
(29) Dale Pendell, Pharmako/Gnosis: Plant Teachers and the Poison Path (San
Francisco: Mercury House, 2005), 178.

Such a combination of two programs
traditionally considered fundamentally
incompatible would by default
emphasize and honor our life
cycles. A venue uniting celebration
with contemplation must bring
us face to face with the certainty
of death and impermanence, a

key component of entanglement.
Here is a space in which one could
become viscerally aware of the
body’s affinity to the ground and to
the plants relentlessly surging from
it; all absorb contaminants whether
they are dangerously concentrated
or not. This proposal may indeed
sound slightly ‘evil,’ as dancing or
getting intoxicated near graves
tends to carry ‘sinister’ necromantic
implications in western culture.
However, these are the binary illusions
we are challenging. By grouping
partying and dying, mourning and
rejoicing – two groups of activities
that have become polarized over
the course of the industrial west’s
binary moral development – on the
same bit of land, we can manifest
“a platform for contemplation and
disobedience” (28). Such a space
exploits the fluctuating cycles of
urban development to inseminate the
city with zones external to financial
regimes, where we can be amongst
our selves and our favorite ruderal
companions. For it is no accident that
plants such as Nicotiana, Cannabis,
Peganum harmala or Syrian rue
(29), Hyoscyamus niger or henbane,
Datura stramonium or jimsonweed,
Lactuca virosa or opium lettuce, and
Papaver somniferum or opium poppy
thrive in the vague wake of human
disturbance.
23

lexicon
entanglement: (n)
1. the physiological interconnectedness, relatedness, or wholeness between all
creatures and entities
2. a weird, uncanny awareness of non-separation between oneself and (an)
other entity/ies
intoxication: (n)
1. the voluntary act of ingesting, consuming, or absorbing a mind-altering
substance
2. the intentional contamination of a body (water, geological, organic, …)
festivity: (n)
the coming together of a community at an appointed time and place, usually
determined by celestial or biological cycles, to celebrate and indulge
cycle: (n)
the recursive spatio-temporal mechanisms steering, arranging, and connecting
all living and nonliving entities
platform: (n)
1. a space capable of hosting a variety of events
2. a space capable of transporting those in it to an other place or state of mind
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abstract
This phase seeks to explore making as a vehicle for understanding
contamination as an analogy for intoxication. The aim is to develop viscerally
affective models followed by drawings of spatial precedents that convey the
porous, vulnerable qualities the human body has in common with the rest of
the landscape. Material testing yielded four operational categories: absorption,
infiltration, dissolution, and uptake. These operations were applied to analytical
representations of precedents of ‘other’ spaces, platforms for blurring one’s
boundaries, from western history and science fiction.

methods
1. material testing
2. summarizing content analysis for each precedent
3. more elaborate material testing aimed at precedents
4. model representation of precedents
5. translation of precedents’ key concepts into drawings derived from models
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introduction
The phase began with a need to
ponder the question: what, really,
is a human, and why do we think
ourselves different or separate
from the entities that make up the
landscape?
It turns out that the human body has
at least as many nonhuman cells as
human cells. So what and where are
the boundaries? Where is the cutoff
between us and not-us? Between
us and plants? Between us and the
ground? And when does an intoxicant
become part of us? When and where
is that interface?

(1) Lauren Sompayrac, How the Immune System Works (Hoboken, NJ: WileyBlackwell, 2012), 1.

The surfaces of the human body
traditionally seen as its borders
are not what they appear. We each
have about 400 square meters of
permeable mucous membranes to
two square meters of impermeable
skin (1). The diagram on the facing
page faithfully represents that
proportion.

These 400 square meters are the
interface protecting and connecting
the human to ecosystems larger and
smaller, within – the microbiome –
and without – the rest of the world.
These are sites both of absorption and
defense, and the interfaces where we
interact with intoxicants and other
nonhumans. They are the places
we are most vulnerable, parallel to a
plant’s roots and leaves or aquifers
and wetlands in the ground. We are
fluid, porous creatures with very little
control over what we let into our
organisms.

2 m2

And so it was useful to spend time in
studio with these ideas by examining
the patterns of water and ink in wood,
paper, and chipboard.

Leonardo da Vinci
Leda and the Swan
study sketch

400 m2
30

31

absorption

32

infiltration
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In addition to permanently altering the substrate, the ink visually registers the inner
structures and patterns of the materials and the forces acting on and in them.

dissolution

34

uptake
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other spaces:
precedent platforms for blurring boundaries

Telesterion
massive
enclosure

Berghain

strong
verticality

western history

‘underground’,
crowded

36

Lucan’s
sacred grove
objects of
reverence

Mithraea

existential
vulnerability

Mors ontologica
plantation
dependence

science fiction

de-familiarization

The Raft

uncertainty

Area X

“There’s a power and weight to this type of fiction, which
fascinates by presenting a dark mystery beyond our ken and
engaging the subconscious. Just as in real life, things don’t
always add up, the narrative isn’t quite what we expected, and
in that space we discover some of the most powerful evocations
of what it means to be human or inhuman.”
- Jeff VanderMeer
“The Uncanny Power of Weird Fiction”
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Berghain, Berlin
•
•
•
•
•

one of the world’s most revered techno and house clubs
housed in a former East German power station
built in 1953; club opened in 2004
notoriously selective bouncers; admittance becomes a blessing
normal to spend hours in line waiting for the verdict

model highlights
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Telesterion, Eleusis
•
•
•
•
•

plan of archaeological remains
from D. S. Robertson, Greek and Roman Architecture
40

fourteen miles from Athens
a pillared hall of initiation into the Eleusinian Mysteries
In use for almost two millenia until its final destruction in 410 AD
libation = kykeon, made of water, mint, and hallucinogenic ergot (Claviceps
purpurea) infested barley
one of the earliest buildings in Greece designed to bring a crowd together
under a single roof; did the Mysteries motivate architectural innovation?

model built from plan
41

Roman Mithraea
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

subterranean containers of the exclusive Mithraic Mysteries in the
Roman Empire
most abundant around Rome and in the Empire’s border provinces
secret locations
rituals likely involved consuming the hallucinogenic fly agaric
mushroom, Amanita muscaria
30-40 person capacity
men only
strict cultic hierarchy

schematic model
42

43

the sacred grove in Lucan’s Pharsalia
•
•
•

ordered cut down by Cesar in 49 BC during the siege of Massilia in
Cesar’s Civil War
holy place of the Celtic Volcae Arecomici and Helvii groups
even local priests/druids feared to enter at night

“... from black springs plenteous water falls,
and the saddened images of the Gods are
devoid of art, and stand unsightly formed
from hewn trunks. The very mouldiness
and paleness of the rotting wood now
renders people stricken with awe: not thus
do they dread the Deities consecrated with
ordinary forms; so much does it add to the
terror not to know what Gods they are in
dread of.”
(Book III)
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the Mors ontologica plantation
in A Scanner Darkly
by Philip K. Dick

•
•
•

secretly growing the plant precursor of the fictional drug Substance D,
worked by irreversibly damaged addicts
run by a rehab franchise
a self-sustaining and self-replicating cycle

“Here concealed within, as many farmers
planted: one crop inside another, like
concentric rings. … Such lovely little blue
flowers. “You’re seeing the flower of the
future,” Donald, the Executive Director of
New-Path, said. “But not for you.”
“Why not for me?” Bruce said. “You’ve had
too much of a good thing already,” the
Executive Director said. He chuckled. “So
get up and stop worshipping – this isn’t
your god any more, your idol, although it
was once.””
(274)
Mors ontologica bloom
still from A Scanner Darkly (2006)
directed by Richard Linklater
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Area X
in The Southern
Reach Trilogy
by Jeff VanderMeer

•
•
•

a mysteriously destructive ecological phenomenon based on mimicry
appears as a hyper realistic “pristine wilderness”
gradually transforms all who enter it into something alien or other

“The sand had a different texture, and
the tiny creatures living there were
different. He didn’t want to look up, take
in his surroundings, frightened that the
landscape, too, might have changed, might
be so different he would not recognize it.”
(Acceptance, 517)
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the Raft
in Snow Crash
by Neal Stephenson

•
•
•
•

a fleet of boats and ships lashed together, floating around the
Pacific Ocean
inhabited by converts to a viral Pentecostal religion trying to
take over the world
an informal floating city
agglutinative growth

“It’s several miles across. Its shape
constantly changes ... A good fifty percent
of it isn’t real boat material at all, just
a garble of ropes, cables, planks, nets,
and other debris tied together on top of
whatever kind of flotsam was handy.”
(267-268)
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summary
This phase’s investigation yielded a
material vocabulary and syntax that
will inform my design thinking and
making process in the next phases.
I generated a material language with
a distinct atmosphere or affect by
examining the absorption patterns in
the material tests and what happens
spatially when they are aggregated.
These methods, the intoxication/
contamination analogy, and the
affect they create will become key
driving forces in producing further
deliverables, and a lens coloring the
project’s theoretical development.

(1) R. Gordon Wasson, Albert Hofmann, and Carl A.P. Ruck, The Road to Eleusis:
Unveiling the Secret of the Mysteries (Berkeley, CA: North Atlantic Books,
2008),12.
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The precedent studies themselves
have given me a set of tools or
archetypal spatial configurations that
typically belong to spaces of festivity.
Berghain has a massive physical and
visual presence building a strong
sense of anticipation on the approach;
however, only a select few are allowed
to enter to partake in the festivity.
Approach to the Telesterion had a
similar ritual dimension, though here
entrance was granted on a slightly

more democratic basis (1). In both
of these precedents, large groups of
people gather in cavernous buildings
to partake in a communal blurring of
individual boundaries. Though the
gatherings that happened inside
Roman Mithraea were of a much
smaller scale, their underground
location and the space’s small
dimensions would have produced
a similar crowded effect on ritual
participants. Lucan’s sacred grove
speaks of an atmosphere that inspires
both deep reverence and fear; these
emotional responses to a landscape
are important to remember because
they can seldom be programmed
into spaces manipulated by most
contemporary landscape architects.
Philip K. Dick’s Mors ontologica
plantation diagrammatically
summarizes how deeply a single
space and a single plant or crop can
affect a larger culture; in this example
the conditions and ramifications are
problematic, but a similar cycle or loop
with more constructive intentions
and effects can be imagined. In

Jeff VanderMeer’s Area X we have
a space that requires the occupant
to fundamentally reevaluate their
ontological framework by reflecting
her assumptions back at her with
distortions changing in magnitude
over time. Neal Stephenson’s Raft
represents a space without solid
ground, and provokes the question of
how the ground’s density and fluidity
frames the states of mind of those
travelling over it.

ideas physically. Had there been
more time, I would have enjoyed
experimenting more and perhaps
distilling the precedents into a further
series of drawings summarizing my
conclusions. An important question to
keep in mind is how these operations
and making methods translate into a
clear set of operations on a landscape,
and to the argument about landscape
I am building. I see this phase as
informing the first broad strokes I will
experiment with on the site.

My assessment of phase 1 is based
on the reactions the drawings and
models induce in the viewer. Between
classmates’ and formal reviewers’
comments, the project’s work so far
does have a specific mood, which
I interpret as stemming from a
specific internal reaction. While this
reaction is of course subjective and
everyone will bring their own ideas to
the work, it was important to me to
begin the project’s studio component
with a strong emphasis on making,
in order to begin understanding
how to manifest my theoretical
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phase 2
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abstract
This phase’s goal is to examine the chosen project site and to lay the
conceptual and programmatic foundations for an affectively powerful and safe
experience of festive contemplation and contemplative festivity. Three arts and
music festivals that qualify as rave-like spaces are analyzed spatially in order
to understand their most important programs and micro-programs, which
contribute to the safety and festive experience of visitors. Then four program
scenario options are translated from drawing to model in order to begin a
visceral understanding of how the selected programs can overlap with and
blend into a cemetery.

methods
1. content analysis and drawing of chosen festivals
2. content analysis of Red Hook Grain Terminal
3. physical site modeling
4. site visit and photographic documentation
5. analytical drawing
6. scenario drawing and modeling
7. material testing
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introduction

(1) Lauren Sompayrac, How the Immune System Works (Hoboken, NJ: WileyBlackwell, 2012), 1.
ChANGE THIS!!!!
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Red Hook Grain Terminal is on an
industrial waterfront in Brooklyn’s
Red Hook neighborhood, just west of
where the Gowanus Canal joins the
estuary. I chose it because I wanted
to work in a space that qualifies as
vague and decaying, that has a flavor
of post-industrial obsolescence.
Such spaces were instrumental in
the histories of musical genres that
flourished with the rave movement,
such as techno and house. The Red
Hook Grain Terminal, however, is
not just obsolete: its entire history
engages themes of insufficient
profits and failure. Additionally, the
site’s original use was affiliated with
an industry dependent on plant
commodities, allowing for a potential
discussion around ruderal vegetation.
The massive grain storage facility,
consisting of fifty-four silos reaching
120 vertical feet, has a magnetic
allure that many have noticed. David
Bowie and Lorde both filmed music
videos here, and a web search quickly

reveals that many photographers
have attempted – at the risk of being
arrested for trespassing – to capture
the building’s hypnotizing doomed
essence.
Time spent on-site rewards the
careful observer with a wealth of
details that can be used to generate
a concept for an intervention:
cobblestones peek through the truck
and bus depot’s asphalt, tall piles of
fill and rubble are being colonized by
wispy grasses, the intertidal zone is
carpeted with vivid green seaweed.
The combination of the site’s aesthetic
qualities and reasonably reachable
yet isolated location makes it an ideal
place to throw loud parties, but also
to contemplate and enjoy a peaceful
moment for oneself.

streets
industrial
transportation/utility
commercial
residential
community
open space
Red Hook Grain Terminal perimeter
100’
50’

Gowanus Bay

2000’

500’
1000’
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65

19
44

19
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construction

transferred to
Port Authority
of NY & NJ
deactivated vacant vague dross
destruction
of loading
pier and
conveyor
structure
purchased by Gowanus
Industrial Park Inc.
heap of fill washed into bay;
EPA fines up to $20 million
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festival comparison

venue •

• absorption
• infiltration
• dissolution
• uptake

cemetery •

• absorption
• infiltration
• dissolution
• uptake

chill-out zone •

• absorption
• infiltration
• dissolution
• uptake

first aid •

• absorption
• infiltration
• dissolution
• uptake

mortuary •

• absorption
• infiltration
• dissolution
• uptake

water station •

• absorption
• infiltration
• dissolution
• uptake

modified program
stage
chill-out zone

Tomorrowland
Boom, BE

first aid/medical
water station
RHGT
restrooms
lockers
perimeter
circulation

Electric Forest
Rothbury, MI, USA

entrance

attendance:
Burning Man
Black Rock City, NV, USA

250’

Tomorrowland 2016
180,000

Electric Forest 2016
35,000+

1000’
500’
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Burning Man 2015
70,000

stage
water station
chill-out zone
first aid/medical
restrooms
lockers
perimeter
circulation
entrance

2000’

consensual,
the host
is willing

uncontrolled,
just happens
by the laws
of physics

(semi)permanent
state change

living tissue
sustaining
itself
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program scenarios

arrive in the cemetery
cross the chill-out zone
into the venue

#1
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arrive in the chill-out zone
cross the cemetery
into the venue

#2
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arrive in the chill-out zone
cross the venue
into the cemetery

#3
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arrive in the venue
cross the chill-out zone
into the cemetery

#4
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summary
This phase’s investigations aimed to
build familiarity with and a connection
to Red Hook Grain Terminal in order
to understand how a rave venue and
cemetery can coexist on and with this
site, and to begin projecting these
programs onto it. The precedent
music and arts festivals were
included in the research because
they are liminal spaces that have
thoroughly planned spatial and
logistic frameworks to ensure the
safety of visitors, who are inevitably
at varying levels of intoxication during
the events. The festivals occupying
smaller surface areas – Tomorrowland
and Electric Forest – have more
amorphous or less geometrically
rigorous layouts, suggesting that
open, fluid spaces are acceptable for
even very large raves.
The emphasis on fluidity and
dissolution of boundaries from
phase 1 was carried into the four
scenario options, which were made
with the intention of challenging
programmatic, structural, and cultural
70

barriers between celebrating and
mourning in the deindustrialized
west. Gesso and ink on foam were
used in the models in order to
generate unplanned interactions
where programs draw near each
other and overlap, altering both.
These materials register and magnify
every movement and operation
imprinted on them, manifesting their
own inner mechanics. Together, they
create an unpredictable surface
requiring subjective interpretation.
The focus on subjectivity evident
in much of this work is a specific
reference to the aesthetic experience
of house and techno music, which
the cultural science and media
sociology professor Jochen Bonz
summarizes as the interplay between
the individual’s “subject dissolution”
(Subjektauflösung) and “subject
becoming” (Subjektwerden) on the
dance floor. These fleeting moments
of ontological oblivion and creativity
induce a state that feels both
dangerous and safe, unknown and
deeply familiar. The listener wants to

lose herself in the repetitive sound
structure’s massive materiality in order
to discover her identity anew (1). This
existential thinning of the veil is the
affect and aesthetic experience Red
Hook Grain Terminal has the power
to induce, with or without musical
assistance.

(1) Jochen Bonz, “Dynamiken des Selbst in der Techno Music Culture” (lecture,
Electronic Body Music. Ordnung in und als Bewegung, Dortmund, Germany,
February 18, 2017).

what happens to them once they are
interred – decomposition, scattering
and potential sedimentation as
cremation remains, or aggregation
in mausolea or columbaria – will be
a central concern moving forward,
leading into the design of the visitor’s
experience of interacting with
the dead.

My assessment of phase 2 is based on
the necessary programs that emerged
from analyzing the three festivals, and
how they inform possible scenarios
for Red Hook Grain Terminal. These
include dance floors and dj booths –
places to listen to music and dance
– as well as more utilitarian microprograms, such as water stations
(dehydration is a significant health
risk at raves), first aid, restrooms, and
a place to relax at a remove from
the commotion. The four options
generated at the end of the phase
need to be selectively synthesized
into one scenario, which will be
further refined and explored in greater
detail during phase 3. How the bodies
of the dead fit into this landscape and
71

phase 3
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abstract
Phase 3 is dedicated to building a prototypical scenario turning Red Hook
Grain Terminal into a cemetery and rave venue, a gRave yard. This portion of
the process began by researching funeral practices such as cremation, burial,
and embalming. Then the work moved into experimental making in order to
generate a simple unifying concept or logic tool for more specific and finegrained modifications to the site: a surface.

methods
1. content analysis
2. drawing
3. model making
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introduction

(1) Alex Wall, “Programming the Urban Surface,” in Recovering Landscape:
Essays in Contemporary Landscape Architecture, ed. James Corner (New
York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1999), 247.
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2.5’

3’

2.236’
23

6’

8’

2.

Since the driving idea behind this
thesis is to code the landscape to
engender – not predict – newer
and older ways of celebrating and
contemplating, any proposed scenario
for Red Hook Grain Terminal must
remain open, indeterminate, and
uncertain. In the gRave, the grids’
intersections spawn unforeseen
situations and interactions between
plants, asphalt, people, bodies living
and dead. These encounters manifest
as a surface that is both a mirror and
an unruly experiment in spontaneous
divination. The objective is to provide
a logic along which desired and
undesired qualities can emerge.

7’

meeting all human desires. While
survival and basic human needs
cannot (yet) be materialized out of
thin air, philosophies, mindsets, and
ways of relating to reality can.

squ. ftft.
55squ.

6’

The surface overlay is virtual, a
framework to guide operations on
any given part of the site. This threedimensional grid was generated
using the dimensions of standard
full-body graves and those a standing
person needs to feel at ease. These
grids were extruded and overlaid,
generating a thick articulated surface
that was then deployed across the
site. The operations performed on the
existing ground plane along this grid
modulate programming and burial
methods for any given spot. The idea
for thinking of the site – which lacks
significant topography besides piles
of fill – as a surface comes from Alex
Wall’s essay “Programming the Urban
Surface,” in which he writes “The
surface is not merely the venue for
formal experiments but the agent for
evolving new forms of social life” (1).
This interpretation is also an echo
of the Supersurface, Superstudio’s
chimerical grid spread out over the
landscape, capable of instantly

44
44squ.
squ. ftft.

grave dimensions

rave dimensions
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ravers
4242ravers

+

25 ravers

7 graves

graves
1717graves

=
119 graves
119 graves
5236 squ. ft.
5236 squ. ft.
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3D experiments
reveal emergent patterns

1050 ravers
5250 squ. ft.

1050 ravers
5250 squ. ft.

gRave matrix
entourage sampled from
Hieronymus Bosch
The Garden of Earthly Delights
1490-1510
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urnfield matrix
entourage sampled from
William-Adolphe Bouguereau
The Youth of Bacchus
1884

scattering garden
entourage sampled from
Nicolas Poussin
Bacchanal Before a Statue of Pan, 1633
The Triumph of Pan, 1636
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chill-out zone
cut = chill-out zone

graveyard

scattering garden

cut + strip = scattering garden

chill-out zone

existing
features

rave platform

cut + insert = graveyard
graveyard + platform

graveyard

cut + cover = rave platform

scattering garden
rave platform

100’

cut + insert + cover = graveyard + platform

50’

300’
200’

500’
400’

ground plane operations define programming
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+ broadcast seeding

5 years

84

ruderal vegetation takeover

10 years

20 years

25 years
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view from entrance
into chill-out zone
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rave platform during a concert
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final model texture detail
plexiglass, ink, wood, foam
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columbarium location

91

Hordeum vulgare +
Claviceps purpurea

Papaver somniferum
Populus alba

Hyoscyamus niger
Datura stramonium

Lactuca virosa

scattering garden
with broadcasted species
92

maintenance by fire
93

graveyard - platform interface
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summary

(1) Physically dealing with the death of a loved one through funeral
arrangements can help to process a death emotionally. See Lisa Carlson,
Caring for the Dead: Your Final Act of Love (Hinesburg, VT: Upper Access
Books, 1998), 9 and Katie Herzog, “A Different Way to Die: The Story of a
Natural Burial,” Vox, May 29, 2016, http://www.vox.com/2016/5/29/11775976/
natural-green-burial
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A fundamental opposition ingrained in
most if not all of us humans from early
childhood is life and death. Landscape
architects, generally priding
themselves in their ability to think
in gradients, systems, and temporal
cycles, realize that this is not so
much a binary as a rhythm. Everyone
deals differently with its pulses and
breaks. Funeral customs vary widely
around the globe, from casketed
and embalmed burial to excarnation
through exposure to birds and the
elements. While the full spectrum of
practices cannot be accommodated in
the heart of a gigantic North American
metropolis, the gRave challenges and
expands the level of involvement the
deceased’s loved ones can take in the
burial process (1) by providing a space
for them to compose their own rituals.
Its surface accommodates fullbody burials in caskets and shrouds,
burial and a columbarium – in the
building’s tallest turret – for urns, and
a scattering garden for cremated
remains.

Each eight-foot rectangular grid
cell can accommodate either a fullbody burial or a multitude of urns.
Graves are excavated as deaths
occur by removing the cut asphalt
surface and digging straight down.
Once the body – in a shroud or
coffin, depending on the deceased’s
wishes – is inserted, the soil is
replaced in position. The lack of
vaults means that the surface will sag
and rise between cuts, resulting in
an unpredictable microtopography.
A concrete slab caps each grave,
which can be inscribed or stamped
to make a marker. This grid overlaps
another, composed of squares,
which articulates the space of the
rave venue. Their intersections
create moments of dialogue and
unity between the programs, where
dualistic notions of celebration
and contemplation are implicitly
challenged.
Inevitably this grid of cuts will expand
into cracks and become populated
by spontaneous urban vegetation.

Additionally, a psychoactive mix of
plant seeds is broadcasted over the
entire site to thrive where they can.
Their presence creates opportunities
to ponder our relationships to drugs
and intoxication, which is what
these plants are. The pharmaceutical
industry uses some of these species
to synthesize many of its products:
Papaver somniferum for opiates and
Hyoscyamus niger for the tropane
alkaloids scopolamine, hyoscyamine,
and atropine. Claviceps purpurea
contains ergotamine, a hallucinogenic
precursor of LSD, and Datura
stramonium is a highly unpredictable
hallucinogen with folkloric medicinal
applications. Lactuca virosa has
effects similar to opium, and
Populus alba bark is used in the
manufacture of aspirin. Despite their
significant differences from classical
hallucinogens and drugs more widely
used for recreation, these plants
point to an incriminating loophole in
drug legislation. All these conditions
and concepts combine in the form
of a simple gridded surface designed

for one purpose: to induce visceral
experiences and confrontations
between the body and its contexts.
Similar to earlier phases, the modeling
technique was deliberately kept openended and requiring interpretation.
The two grids were etched into
plexiglass sheets, one of which was
repeatedly spattered with ink and
pressed under the other, letting the
fluid’s mechanics dictate the model’s
final appearance. This method allows
the materials to interact on their
own terms, resulting in moments
completely beyond the maker’s
control. The decision to model in this
manner is rooted in the fact that it
is impossible to fully anticipate how
people and ruderal plants would
colonize and change the surface’s
appearance; a plan or model too
graphically resolved does not account
for this uncertainty. In order for the
terrain vague to conserve even a
modicum of its magic, it must be
allowed to choose its own future.
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conclusion
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“The more diversified a society and its psychic
life, the more creative, and the greater the
opportunity for freedom it is likely to offer – not
only in terms of new choices that open up to
human beings but also in terms of the richer
social background that diversity and
complexity create.”
Murray Bookchin,
“Freedom and Necessity in Nature: A Problem of Ecological Ethics”

(1) John May, “The Logic of the Managerial Surface,” Praxis 13 (2012): 124.

Combining a cemetery with a venue
for raves is this thesis’ fundamental
operation, intending to challenge and
problematize the philosophical and
ethical frameworks of how landscapes
are programmed and used. The mixing
of these two programs demonstrates
a dissolution of false binaries by
blurring the normative boundaries of
the self and the human, which are
enshrined in conventional planning
and design methodologies. The point
of departure for the background
research underpinning the studio
work was how – and why – electronic
music events and their implied drug
consumption are regulated, and how
these regulations affect the availability
of secular experiences of release and
ecstasy. In short, the thesis was fueled
by a desire to imagine a platform for
festivity that steadfastly transcends
dualistic conceptions of celebration
and contemplation, which need not be
kept separate.
The design intention’s starting
point is architect-geographer John
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May’s call for designers to imagine
“a platform for contemplation and
disobedience” (1). Upon reflection it
became clear that such platforms
already exist in the form of raves, here
meaning informal or illegal electronic
music parties. They emerged in the
warehouses of deindustrializing
Detroit, and continued flourishing
in – among other places – the husks
of the German Democratic Republic’s
logistical organs during and after
the country’s reunification. Where
possible, these events still take place
in decaying spaces with or near
heavy infrastructure. The combination
of such spaces, electronic music,
dance floors, and intoxication – if
one is so inclined – offer access to
special moments of ontologically
anarchic self-awareness. They are
liminal spaces, as are the precedents
examined and interpreted in phase
1. The cultural anthropologist
Victor Turner describes liminality
as “occasions on which a society
takes cognizance of itself, or rather
where, in an interval between their
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incumbency of specific fixed positions,
members of that society may obtain
an approximation, however limited,
to a global view of man’s place in
the cosmos and his relations with
other classes of visible and invisible
entities” (2). This unfathomable power
of liminality means that in a truly free
and egalitarian society its experience
must remain open, subjective, freely
chosen and interpreted by each
individual. It follows that we need a
way to code raves directly into the
landscape, somewhere they are
beyond the reach of drug and nightlife
regulations.

(2) Victor Turner, Dramas, Fields, and Metaphors: Symbolic Action in Human
Society (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1974), 240.
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When it comes to disappearing at the
end of our lives, cemeteries are the
surfaces that absorb our bodies. There
is no reason not to celebrate and
contemplate there, provided the dead
agreed to it before dying. As places
we go to remember departed friends
and loved ones, they too are platforms
for celebration and contemplation.
Embedding a cemetery and its
significant emotional load in a vague,

decaying space celebrates the
location’s emergent qualities while
protecting them from well-meaning
but often ineffective and problematic
attempts at pacifying and packaging
them for a fashionable urban
audience. These qualities should
form a substrate for new activities for
the living, who are not coddled but
perhaps allowed to witness events not
readily encountered in daily life.
In phase 2 it became clear that Red
Hook Grain Terminal possesses a
specific atmospheric and aesthetic
quality compatible with the aesthetic
experience of raves. It has a piece
of decaying heavy infrastructure
and plenty of open, flat space
for setting up dance floors and
performance areas. It is far from
residential buildings, meaning loud
music late at night is more likely to be
perceived as exciting than irritating.
As Jochen Bonz writes, techno –
usually consumed on crowded dance
floors in after-hours nightclubs
– can bring listeners to the “zero-

point of identification” (Nullpunkt der
Identifikation), where the individual
forgets or moves beyond her everyday
identity and roles (3). Though Bonz
does not ascribe much revolutionary
power to this moment, geographer
Ben Malbon argues that the ecstatic
or liminal experiences found on dance
floors are inherently acts of resistance
as they give people “the strength
to go on” (4) in a hostile neoliberal
world. Such is the intent behind much
festivity in the early twenty-first
century. It is fitting that this strength
can be and is derived from landscapes
of post-industrial obsolescence,
whose strange magic contributes to
that of the raves spawning there.

(3) Jochen Bonz, “Dynamiken des Selbst in der Techno Music Culture” (lecture,
Electronic Body Music. Ordnung in und als Bewegung, Dortmund, Germany,
February 18, 2017).
(4) Ben Malbon, Clubbing: Dancing, Ecstasy, and Vitality (London: Routledge,
1999), 183.
(5) Antonio Melechi, “The Ecstasy of Disappearance,” in Rave Off: Politics and
Deviance in Contemporary Youth Culture, ed. Steve Redhead (Aldershot:
Avebury, 1993), 33.
(6) Ibid., 32.

Another angle from which liminal
spaces and the “zero-point
of identification” of raves are
empowering moments of resistance
is in sociologist Antonio Melechi’s
understanding of them as enabling
“The Ecstasy of Disappearance.” In
this essay, Melechi examines how
the 1980s Acid House movement

– an important link in the history of
raves and electronic music – spread
from Ibiza to the United Kingdom,
where the dance floor “represents
the magical surface where a small
group of metropolitan tourists become
urban shamans pushing the bounds
of holiday anonymity into this ritual of
disappearance” (5). Clearly, raves have
a potent yet highly subjective ritual
dimension, also explored by Malbon
in his work on clubbing in 1990s
London: ‘getting ready,’ gathering the
friend group, travelling across the
city, perhaps waiting in line, passing
the threshold into the venue, perhaps
taking drugs, dancing, and feeling
part of an other world. For Melechi,
“To understand the pleasures of
the dance floor we must move to
a different logic of tourism where
one comes to hide from the spectre
of a former self … to disaccumulate
culture and disappear under the dry
ice and into the body. This is the
jouissance of Amnesia, where nobody
is but everybody belongs” (6). Raves,
then, are implicitly platforms for
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“contemplation and disobedience,”
celebration and contemplation, where
these states and their assigned
cultural meanings dissolve and merge.
If (almost) nobody is on the magical
dance floor but everybody belongs
there, why not extend it?

(7) Ross K. Elfline, “Discotheques, Magazines and Plexiglas: Superstudio and
the Architecture of Mass Culture,” Footprint 5, no 1 (2011): 60.
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In phase 3, this surface was
articulated and defined. While
Superstudio’s Supersurface wished to
return us to some idealized primeval
state, the gRave anchors us to this
world with all its absurd hierarchies
and constructed oppositions. Ruderal
vegetation will spontaneously take
root in the cuts made into the existing
asphalt paving. These pioneers will
gradually cover and alter the surface,
sharing it with the body- and mindaltering species broadcasted onto the
site, all of which thrive in challenging
urban conditions. Instead of aspiring
to provide for people by keeping
them comfortable and satisfied, as
the Supersurface did, the gRave
aims to provide departure points into
visceral mental and social ecological

experiences. The project has this
somewhat escapist goal in common
with Superstudio, whose “evasive
attitude towards mass culture also
points to an important problem:
the escalating difficulty in finding
spaces for individual action within a
late capitalist system that co-opts
any available space for autonomy”
(7). The phase 3 schematic design
proposal envisions a surface within
which to fearlessly individuate and
take responsibility for one’s beliefs and
actions. These moments are mediated
through visceral encounters with
and in an intensified post-industrial,
if not post-apocalyptic, microcosm
left mostly devoid of the comforts
and fixtures of a traditional landscape
architecture project.
Perhaps this project’s ultimate aim
is to imagine a place one can go to
reliably experience the “ecstasy of
disappearance,” both relief from and
grounding in the complexities of the
human experience. It offers a space
for “the study of the collapse of

ontological boundaries, of which one
central, but not isolated element is the
study of how moral landscapes might
be transformed by this occurrence”
(8), which is how the bioethicist Andy
Miah qualifies cultural posthumanism.
As fields of inquiry concerned with
how we humans rewire ourselves and
impact nonhuman living and nonliving entities, cultural posthumanism
and landscape architecture would
make strong allies in reconciling the
theoretical and practical implications
of our vertiginously changing habitat
conditions. Landscape architecture
has the potential – indeed the
responsibility – to create and
preserve testing grounds for human
and posthuman philosophies and
ontologies, self-made mythologies
and cosmologies.
(8) Andy Miah, “A Critical History of Posthumanism,” in Medical Enhancements
and Posthumanity, ed. Bert Gordijn and Ruth Chadwick (New York: Springer,
2009), 90.

what they can do to change it, the
project will have served its purpose.
Here is a place in which to become
both inhuman and hyperhuman, to
remember that obsolescence, decay,
and death are also generative of new,
interesting, and desirable conditions.

Much like techno music, the gRave
platform is a surface, a matrix,
a texture to get lost on and in.
If even a single person leaves it
with a deepened understanding of
their desired place in the world or
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